NEW DEALERSHIP ANNOUNCEMENT:
G&Z AND THERMODYNE TO DELIVER HIGH-QUALITY CONCRETE PAVING EQUIPMENT AND TRENCHERS TO
ARGENTINA
Ripon, California U.S.A. June 17, 2019 - Guntert & Zimmerman (G&Z), the leading manufacturer of concrete
paving equipment has announced Thermodyne Vial SA its exclusive dealer in Argentina. The agreement includes
distribution of G&Z’s concrete paving equipment line and wheel trenchers, upgrades, and spare parts. Under the
agreement, Thermodyne will also become the exclusive provider of aftersales service, application support and
training of equipment operators in Argentina.
For 75 years G&Z has been successfully designing and manufacturing specialized and highly customized concrete
paving equipment. G&Z has been known for its innovative and pioneering spirit by helping contractors to achieve
operating efficiency and productivity. G&Z’s Slipform Pavers are the most trusted pavers in the industry and are
built to last under the harsh job site conditions while keeping the versatility and mobility. Innovative features are
incorporated in the designs to make contractors productive, minimize the idle time, reduce the time required to
transport, maneuver and change paving widths on-the-go.
Thermodyne represents several world-leading brands in resale and service of concrete construction equipment,
spare parts, and accessories and provides integrated solutions to its local customers.
Commenting on the agreement, Steven Bowman, Regional Manager of G&Z said: “With Thermodyne as our
dealer, we increase our presence in the major Latin American market for the concrete paving equipment such as
slipform pavers, placer spreaders, material placers, dowel bar inserters, texture cure machines. The Government
of Argentina prioritizes to strengthen and modernize the country’s road network and is a major market for us.
G&Z continuously improves its product offerings while considering the specifics of each region and teaming up
with Thermodyne will open new opportunities to assist local contractors with the country’s infrastructure plans”,
added Steven Bowman.
G&Z is enthusiastic about the possibilities the partnership with Thermodyne creates. Via joint efforts, the goal is
to create a best-in-market reputation for sales and service of such complex machines as concrete paving
equipment and trenchers and deliver top notch knowledge and expertise.
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